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Downloader Games Strategy Pixel Soldiers: Gettysburg 2.04 2.04 / September 10, 2019 cloud_download Download APK File (12M) $2.49 Description Pixels Soldiers: Gettysburg is a tactical turn based strategy gameset during mid 19th Century America. The Confederacy is inading the North, and you will choose whether to command the Southern Orion army
to win pennsylvania's agricultural land. Easy to play and hard to master, Pixel Soldiers is a game of forwargamers and casual gamers alike. BATTLE You will be desperate to hold back or take high ground around Gettysburg. PixelSoldiers Gettysburg includes the following scenarios that can be played as Union or Confederate... *McPherson's Ridge*Oak Hill
*Barlow's Knoll *Seminary Ridge *Peach Orchard *LittleRound Top *Culp's Hill *Pickett's Charge *A bunch of other maps to play in sandbox mode NEW Add-on campaign available in the game, Hasthesee new epic battles: *Brandy Station *Winchester*Gettysburg Day 1 *Gettysburg Day 2 *Gettysburg Day 3 FEATURES:*Command your armies with easeas.
*It's hard to master the depth of therategy. *Play against an intelligent AI opponent or another player on the same device. *Moral system: Units that take a break can go into disruption or breakout and run according to their morality. *Includes actions of the Union and the Confederacy, with historical events during the Battle of Gettysburg. *Many different types of
units and weapons, including individual uniforms. *Sandbox mode*Force the enemy out of position with a bayonet bullet (new)STRATEGY AND TACTICS: Use the terrain to your advantage: Maintain vulnerable reef units or hide them in trees. Protective mountain crossings and river crossings. Use your artillery forlong range fire support or risk them near the
enemy to use a stinking canister shot. The Pixel Soldiers Gettysburg includes a rifled and smoothbore top. Place the cavalry on your side or put down the annenemia in advance. Use your infantry units well. Skirmishers are good at stalling and disrupting enemy attacks or guarding the slings. Use rifles for precise fire support, and those around with smooth
musks are best suited for close confrontation. Push your troops forward and take the initiative? Or are you going to set up a line of defense, wait for reinforcements and let the enemy come to you? You're going to have to ask yourself these and a lot of questions. There are many ways to win the game. HOW TO PLAY Tap to select a unit. Tap again to move
orattack! Long pressure on the unit or tap the description of the unit to see more information pinch to zoom in and out of the battle to get an abetter view. Long pressure anywhere for line lines These are basic controls to get you started. There is also tutorialthat can be accessed at any time. I want this game to be as good and fun as it can be if you have any
question orideas tell me! Email me at jollypixelgames@gmail.com App Information Pixel Soldiers: Gettysburg App Name Pixel Soldiers: Gettysburg Package Name com.jollypixel.gettysburg.android Updated September 10, 2019 File Size 12M Requires Android Android 2.3.3 and up Version 2.04 Developer Jolly Pixel Installs 1,000+ Price $2.49 Category
Strategy Developer Google Play Link Pixel Soldiers: The Great War 2.32 APK Pixel Soldiers: The Great War is a simple to play, Do a teska tomaster turn designed strategy game delayed u 1. The ententea armies (France, Britain and Russia) were central powers (Germany, Austria, the IOttoman Empire). You will fight from 1914 to 1918 on the Western Front
and the Eastern Front. You will land on the beaches of Gallipoli, desperately holding or fumigating the important city of Verdun and trying to make a breakthrough on the Somme. This game is the fourth entry in the Pixel Soldiers series. Previous games: Pixel Soldiers:Waterloo, Pixel Soldiers: Bull Run and Pixel Soldiers: Gettysburg.BATTLES AND
CAMPAIGNS *Mons *Tannenberg *Gallipoli *Verdun*Transilvania Campaign *Somme *Villers-Bretonneux (First Tank Vtank Battle in History) FEATURES: *Give your armies easy.*Difficult to master an in-depth strategy. *Play against an anintelligent AI opponent or other player on the same device.*Moral system: Units that take victims can go into a disorder or
break and run depending on their morality. *Includes Entente andCentral Powers campaigns, with historical scenarios throughout World War I. *Many different nations, types of units and weapons, including individual uniforms. *Sandbox mode (available soon)*Force the enemy out of position with a bayonet bullet *Amphibiousasaults *Create trenches *Deadly
machine gun fasts, heavy howitzerartillery and field rifles *Tanks! STRATEGY AND TACTICS: Use the terrain to your advantage: Keep vulnerable units for reefs orchids in trees. Protect vital mountain streams, rivercrosings, towns and illusions. Are you going to push your troops forward and explore the initiative? Or are you going to set up a line of defense,
wait for reinforcements and let the enemy come to you? You're going to have to ask yourself these and a lot of questions. There are many ways to win the game. HOW TO PLAY Tap to select a unit. Tap again to move orattack! Long pressure on the unit or tap the description of the unit to see more information pinch to zoom in and out of the battle to get an
abetter view. Keep pushing anywhere for a long time to check the line of vision. These are basic controls to get you started. There is also tutorialthat can be accessed at any time. I want this game to be as good and fun as it can be if you have any question orideas tell me! Send me an email jollypixelgames@gmail.com Pixel Gettysburg 2.04 APK Pixels
Soldiers: Gettysburg is a strategic gameset based on tactical turns in mid-19th century America. The Confederacy is inading the North, and you will choose whether to command the Southern Orion army to win pennsylvania's agricultural land. Easy to play and hard to master, Pixel Soldiers is a game of forwargamers and casual gamers alike. BATTLE You will
be desperate to hold back or take high ground around Gettysburg. PixelSoldiers Gettysburg includes the following scenarios that can be played as Union or Confederate... *McPherson's Ridge*Oak Hill *Barlow's Knoll *Seminary Ridge *Peach Orchard *LittleRound Top *Culp's Hill *Pickett's Charge *A bunch of other maps to play in sandbox mode NEW Add-on
campaign available in the game, Hasthesee new epic battles: *Brandy Station *Winchester*Gettysburg Day 1 *Gettysburg Day 2 *Gettysburg Day 3 FEATURES:*Command your armies with easeas. *It's hard to master the depth of therategy. *Play against an intelligent AI opponent or another player on the same device. *Moral system: Units that take a break
can go into disruption or breakout and run according to their morality. *Includes actions of the Union and the Confederacy, with historical events during the Battle of Gettysburg. *Many different types of units and weapons, including individual uniforms. *Sandbox mode*Force the enemy out of position with a bayonet bullet (new)STRATEGY AND TACTICS: Use
the terrain to your advantage: Maintain vulnerable reef units or hide them in trees. Protective mountain crossings and river crossings. Use your artillery forlong range fire support or risk them near the enemy to use a stinking canister shot. The Pixel Soldiers Gettysburg includes a rifled and smoothbore top. Place the cavalry on your side or put down the
annenemia in advance. Use your infantry units well. Skirmishers are good at stalling and disrupting enemy attacks or guarding the slings. Use rifles for precise fire support, and those around with smooth musks are best suited for close confrontation. Push your troops forward and take the initiative? Or are you going to set up a line of defense, wait for
reinforcements and let the enemy come to you? You're going to have to ask yourself these and a lot of questions. There are many ways to win the game. HOW TO PLAY Tap to select a unit. Tap again to move orattack! Long pressure on the unit or tap the description of the unit to see more information pinch to zoom in and out of the battle to get an abetter
view. Keep pushing anywhere for a long time to check the line of vision. These are basic controls to get you started. There is also tutorialthat can be accessed at any time. I want this game to be as good and fun as it can be if you have any question orideas tell me! Send me an email jollypixelgames@gmail.com Pixel Soldiers: Saratoga 1777 2.1 APK 1777, a
year with three gallows in this, and perhaps the most remissing year of the American War of Independence. The British had to control The river valley and crushed the colonial. The campaign was a failure, and in the end BritishGeneral John Burgoyne was forced to surrender to the Americans.As it turned out he was able to strike a mighty blow against the
Empiret that the sun did not stray on, victory at Saratoga persuaded The Munch to support the rebels and enter the war. It was over for British rule over 13 colonies. How are you going to do that? Fight for a crown or colony in Pixel Soldiers:Saratoga, the next great wargame from the Jolly Pixel in the celebrated Pixel Soldiers series (Bull Run, Gettysburg,
Waterloo, and TheGreat War)! Saratoga is a turn-based strategy/war game that is addictive gameplay that is casual enough to pick up and play while still involving a lot of depth. With robust AI, sevenscenarios, and sandbox mode to never end the war, Saratogafeels as a fully equipped PC game shrunk down to fit in your pocket. Saratoga has seven
scenarios, mostly based on historical battles. Some battles have been wrapped up to play, with battles ranging from small to huge. Included are: • CrownPoint (hypothetical). • Ticonderoga (large dimension, pulled from reality for multiple pixels on pixel violence). • Hubbardton (small/medium-sized, historic). • Fort Stanwix/Oriskany (combines the ambush of
Oriskany and the siege of Stanwix into one participation scene). • Bennington (minor historical battle). • Freeman'sFarm a.k.a. First Battle of Saratoga (large, historic). • BemisHeights a.g. Second Battle of Saratoga (historic, and quite large scale!). Saratoga boasts these wonderful features that will surely please you in the inner grognard: • Turn around on a
friendly, sparing that can be easily waged to war on the way. You can save a variety of ongoing campaigns. • Exercise. • One player against an impressive AI orhot seat against an opponent. • A multitude of units in your unit, all dressed in their best pixels. British Line Infantry,Grenadiers, Guard Infantry, Light Infantry, German Mercs, JaegerRiflemen,
Loyalists, Indians, Medium and Light Artillery. AmericanMusket and Rifle Militia, Continental Regular, Veteran Infantry, Light Infantry, Riflemen, Lightweight and Medium Artilley. Bateaux also appears in the order of battle! • Units are not a cookie cutter in nature and each performs a different role on the battlefield, which gives the player a lot to consider. •
Asandbox mode for infinite replayability after the end of campaigns. It includes previous maps of sandboxes and a new one titled King's Mountain. In addition, a new method has been added – Fighting death. • Classic warming elements: morality, visible line, importance of terrain and wins through strategy, not happiness.• New in the series, leading points!
Represents command and control you will never have enough points to do whatever you want (or need) to run. • The leading points can be used to lead the unit into battle (for a combat boost) to order a double march and recover and troops that have become ruthless or diverted. • Some of the new Pixel Soldiers additions that are seen for the first time include
the inclusion of a new phase of direction at the end of the turn, more feedback in the game and melee fighting even more deadly than before. •Improved sound and visual representations while maintaining the classic Pixel Soldierslook. You can almost smell the powder that hovers on the windIling the best retro/turn based wargame series on your Android,
download Pixel Soldiers: Saratoga today! Relive the good old dane pressing counters or maneuvering tin soldiers, all for coffee prices! I always want to produce the best, so if you have any questions, comments, or ideas please let me know! E-mail meat jollypixelgames@gmail.com jollypixelgames@gmail.com
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